The leader's role is decisive when developing a strategic vision and strengthening democracy at local as well as at highest level. Local government leaders should develop new approaches to further development, be able to adapt to the time of frequent change and thus enhance the effectiveness of organizations and leadership at local level.
Introduction
On 4 May 1990 1 , Latvia was declared an independent democratic republic and began changing 1 The Declaration on the Restoration of Independence of the Republic of Latvia was adopted on 4 May 1990 by the Supreme Soviet of the Latvian SSR. On 21 August 1991, the Supreme Council of the Republic of Latvia enacted the Constitutional Law on the Statehood of the Republic of Latvia marking the end of transition to the de facto independence of Latvia (Pleps, 2008) . the structure of local government and leadership style. On 13 January 1994, the Parliament of Latvia (Saeima) 2 passed the City Council and Municipality Council Election Law which was amended several times, the last time on 12 September 2013, and came into force on 1 January 2014. It lays down that local government shall be elected by local citizens; the chairman of the council shall be elected by the members of the council. Collective decision making shall be strengthened thus making political leadership professional (Larsen, 2005) .
The aim of the paper is to examine the development of local leaders, to describe skills and competencies development. Leadership skills are being developed at school, in NGOs, society. It is important to be organized, have communication skills, be able to generate and disseminate ideas. The actuality of this paper is the leadership process, how leaders develop their skills in order to be prepared to deal with obstacles, how they integrate their talents when determining actions, as that is an important aspect of leadership at all levels. The scientific concern of the research is that public, despite hard work of local self-government leaders and frequent communication, does not trust local self-governments (Market, public opinion and media research agency TNS, 2015) . The research sample is two local self-government leaders.
The tasks are: • to describe leaders and leadership, what a leader is, what leaders do; • to identify what challenges political leaders will face in the future;
• to evaluate local self-government leaders in practise; • to enhance the impact of self-government leaders on democracy development and decision making. The methodology applied is the analysis of theoretical literature on leadership theories and leader development, the analysis of the semistructured interviews using open questions with local leaders to find out the impact of leadership on democracy strengthening at local level in Latvia. The qualitative analysis of the interview data with local self-government leaders is the primary data for the research. These methods allow to gain scientific knowledge of leadership and its process in local self-government. The level of this investigation is to understand the impact of local leaders on democracy development and decision making.
This topic has been investigated by the Expert Group of State President for Governance Improvement in 2013, when H.E. Andris Bērziņš held the office of the President of the Republic of Latvia. Experts (Bāra, Kalniņš, Pleps, Vilka, 2013) point out that local self-government is generally referred to as the cradle of democracy and a particular mirror of democracy because the more local governments develop, the greater democracy is in the country. The Council of Europe evaluates local democracy and prepares proposals in order to improve the situation in accordance with the European Charter of Local Self-Government. The recommendations are mainly directed towards improving the legal system.
The novelty is to study how social network Twitter followers' posts impact the decision making of local self-government leaders.
The paper concludes that the activity of local self-government leaders and its impact on the democratization process are driven by high motivation for further development, lifelong learning and competence accumulation and usage.
Leaders and leadership
This part of the paper describes leaders and leadership, leader's identity, duties and future challenges.
According to Joseph Schumpeter (2003) , people hold a definite and rational opinion about every individual question and express their opinion about democracy by choosing those representatives who support this opinion. Thus, the selection of representatives is a secondary purpose, a primary one being democratic arrangements of vesting the political power in the electorate. Defense and explanation of this idea shows that as to both, plausibility of assumptions and tenability of propositions, it greatly improves the theory of the democratic process.
The democratic principles that justify local government do not differ from those pertaining to the national level (Mill, 1861 , ch. xv) although local government has a greater capacity to educate people about representative government. The implication is that everyone by definition is competent, no particular skill, expertise or education is required in order to participate (Offerdal, 1989) . Although there is no such profession as a leader but already at the time of ancient philosopher Socrates (470/469-399 BC) it was deliberated that politics is self-interested rule by the powerful. According to classical Greek philosopher Plato (428/427-348/347 BC) politics and statesmanship are not only the exercise of power for power's sake but also common good for the citizens (Plato, 1961, 513ᵉ). Plato described an art of political leadership: statesmanship or ruling, that emphasizes natural talent, rigorous training, the possession of arcane expertise and responsibility for providing directive guidance to human communities. The abuse of power is avoided not by external constitutional restraints on the leader authority but by internal restraints of character, education and a profound sense of duty. According to German social scientist Max Weber (1864-1920), three types of political leadership have been distinguished: • charismatic domination, which is usually a transitory stage. Charismatic leaders emerge in times of change and as long as they deliver they remain leaders. If they stop delivering, charisma is taken away. It is difficult for charismatic leader to establish the ongoing system of charismatic authority, as it is difficult to transfer all personal charisma to somebody else; • traditional domination -leadership is legitimate, based on dominant power; • legal domination -bureaucracy power over people, based on rules. This leads to the current understanding that people in politics with managerial skills are meant to be leaders, as leaders have ethical and power profiles that are necessary for a political leader.
Leadership is a multifaceted term and there are different points of view on leadership. This paper describes two theories of leadership, the trait theory and the path-goal theory, which leads to the analysis of formal local level leadership and such leaders who are driven by responsibility, risk taking, self-confidence and motivation of the subordinates to accomplish designated goals.
The development of the leadership potential, in most cases, starts at school, in the family, within NGOs and society. Young leaders enhance their skills and competences by participating in school councils, at youth parliaments, by volunteering for different organisations. They become organized, responsible and improve their communication skills. Later, they get competence and after graduating the university and getting their first job they can create leadership ideas which can be disseminated. Leaders need to be prepared to face many challenges that are on their way and be able to integrate their talent and the talent of their followers to determine actions.
The trait theory states that leaders are made not born. Nature matters but nurturing is much more important. The leadership process, the development and enhancement of skills and competences depend on experiences acquired through successes, failures, co-workers, individuals that become important to them, moments that memories are made of. Such individuals listen thoroughly, lead in the field, focus on the future, never give up, keep their friends close but enemies closer. They use their talent to determine actions. According to Hartman (1999) common characteristics of leaders include being expressive, honest, trustworthy, warm and cooperative. If one trait is more developed than another, it may determine which direction the leader is oriented to. Leadership effectiveness tends to decline with characteristics like being aloof, impersonal and cautious.
The trait theory that focuses on personal characteristics was invented by Gordon Allport in the 20 th century. The trait theory measures traits, which can be defined as habitual patterns of behavior, thought, and emotion (Kassin, 2003) . It focuses on the measurement process of traits. According to Rosenzweig and Fisher (1997), Allport mainly was concerned about human traits and the personality theory. In the 1960s, he investigated subjects which focused on essential characteristics (Rosenzweig and Fisher, 1997).
A trait approach was one of the first in leadership research that investigated leaders' attributs such as personality, motives, values and skills (Yukl, 2012) . It determinates what makes people a good leader. According to Kirkpatrick and Locke (1991, 59 ) the traits that differentiate leaders from nonleaders are: drive, motivation, integrity, confidence, cognitive ability and task knowledge. House et al. (1999) defined leadership as the ability of an individual to influence, motivate and enable others to contribute towards effectiveness and success. A precondition for effective influence is a leader with good interpersonal skills. Interpersonal skills, also called soft skills, used to lead people and interact with them are usually developed at school. Interpersonal skills include: verbal skills (how and what to say), non-verbal skills (how to use body language), listening skills (how to interpret verbal and non-verbal messages), negotiation (how to arrive at a win-win situation), problem solving skills (how to define a problem and find a solution working in a group), decision making skills (how to explore and analyze a situations before making a decision), assertiveness (how to express values, ideas and opinions in a calm and positive way).
Some so-called leaders do not have excellent interpersonal skills, do not focus on communication, when proposing an innovation and implementing it.
There are also two types of leadership styles: direct leadership and indirect leadership. In direct leadership, an influence on people is made when interacting with them or using communication media (e-mails, meetings, social media). In indirect leadership, an influence on people is made by a positive, ethical and supportive behavior. This paper analyses direct leadership of formal leaders and an impact on democracy at local level.
Another studied theory is the path-goal theory since leaders motivate their subordinates to accomplish designated goals. This theory was developed by Evans (1970) , House (1971) , House and Dessler (1974) , House and Mitchell (1974) . The aim of the path-goal theory is to enhance employee performance and employee satisfaction by focusing on employee motivation. Effective leaders are individuals who help their subordinates overcome their own limitations, selfishness, weakness, fears and make them work harder and better on their own.
Referring to Winston Churchill, "Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak; courage is also what it takes to sit down and listen." Leaders should listen to their subordinates, participative leadership is inviting subordinates to share in decision making (Northouse, 2010) . A participative leader consults his subordinates, collects ideas and opinions and integrates their suggestions into decisions on how local self-government or any organization should function. Each leader should have supporters, coworkers, advisors, mentors since only then he achieves.
In a truly democratic society, the leader is the odd one out. This paradox of democratic leadership is broadly recognized, both theoretically and empirically (Kellerman and Webster, 2001; Ruscio, 2008; Kane and Patapan, 2012) . It can be concluded that the leader is an outstanding, bold, brave, action oriented, entrepreneurial individual who makes an impact on a cause that matters defining challenges of our time. Leadership analysis focuses on the characteristics of leaders (Owen, 2006) . The most important characteristic of a leader is the ability to influence others. The core intangibles of leadership are empathy, intuition, creativity, courage, morality, judgment.
Leadership is a multidirectional process. It demands skills and attitude further developing ideas and actions. Leadership is conceived by some of its most authoritative scholars as involving a large amount of practical wisdom, of insight that can be gained only through direct personal experience and sustained reflection.
Democracy is variously interpreted. A broad range of matters can be considered to be subject to democratic procedures (Rozenvalds, 2015) . Democracy is the rule of the public, the word is derived from demos and kratia. In a democratic context, political leaders face a dilemma: the more democratic leaders lead from the front, the less democratic they appear; the more they act like good democrats, the less they seem like true leaders (Kane, Patapan and Hart, 2009b, 299) . Modern democracies depend on at least some kind of political leadership (Blondel, 1987) .
Leadership and democracy can work together, since some forms of democracy thrive under the guidance of certain types of leaders (McAllister, 2011, 53-4) . The relationship between democracy and leadership is strongly influenced by intermediate variables, such as the type of democracy that a leader operates in and the variety of accountability mechanisms that have been installed to keep leaders in check.
Based on the analysis of theoretical literature, it can be concluded that an important attribute of a successful leader today is the ability to address the audience of concerned citizens in order to incite, engage and inspire them. Future challenges and problem might be a lack of humanity, time pressure to delve into each issue, its causes and getting in the game, and a high demand for participation. The problem might be how to motivate subordinates. Leadership learning is lifetime activity. Good leaders seek out development opportunities that will help them learn new skills.
Latvian local self-government leaders in practice
This part enhances how the responsibilities and attitudes of a local level leader impact democracy strengthening at a local level. It recognises change in local government upon the change of a leader.
The role of a leader is crucial for developing a strategic vision for democracy strengthening at local level up to the highest political positions. It is important for local leaders to develop new approaches for further development, adapt to the time of frequent change and requirements in order to enhance the effectiveness of local government and leadership at local level.
Governance possesses the ability to convene leaders from different disciplines with the aim to make change. Leaders often face obstacles, which in many times mean that they need to take immediate action. Instead of aiming for long-term service, they deal with crisis management, which is an important task and skill, especially when the information arrives and expires in time of transactional mode of lightning speed.
The Law on Local Government was adopted on 19 May 1994 and has been amended more than 20 times. Broad competence is entrusted to local self-governments of Latvia. There are 119 local self-governments, 110 county self-governments and 9 city self-governments since 3 January 2011 3 . According to the Law on Local Government, each local self-government should organise services, like water supply and sewage, heating, management of household waste, wastewater collection regardless of who owns the real estate. It should make territory improvements, like cleaning the streets, making roads, reconstructions and maintenance, illumination, park reconstructions, public transport service,also determine the usage of public woods, land and waters, if not stated otherwise by the law. Local governments are responsible for providing pre-school, primary and secondary education, further education for teachers, cultural events, supporting healthy lifestyle, availability of social care and security. They should support residents on real estate issues, care to reduce unemployment, they also may register marriages. Local government also supports business, issues licences according to the law. This research is based on examination of local leaders' appearance on the social network Twitter 4 , (see Figure 1) . According to the data of Internet 3 Since 3 January 2011 Latvia is divided into 110 counties and 9 cities. As the result of Administrative and Territorial Reform in Latvia, municipalities went from two-tier to one-tier. 26 district councils were eliminated but cities, rural areas and parishes were merged into counties. Nine cities scored the Republic City status. http://www.pilsetas.lv/novadi 4 Twitter is a free social networking microblogging service that allows registered members to broadcast short posts called tweets. Twitter members can broadcast tweets and follow other users' tweets by using multiple platforms and devices. Tweets and replies to tweets can be sent by cell phone text message, desktop or by posting at the www.twitter.com website. Unlike Facebook, were members need to approve social connections, anyone can follow anyone on public Twitter. To weave tweets into a conversation thread or connect them to a general topic, members can add hashtags to a keyword in their post; #keyword. Tweets may include hyperlinks, but are limited to 140 characters. Tweets are permanent, they are searchable and public. Anyone can search tweets on Twitter, whether they are a member or not. https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-howwhy-social-media Usage in the European Union, 82% of population in Latvia use the Internet. Referring to the market research company TNS Latvia, 71% use the Internet on a daily basis. In Latvia, 54% use Facebook and 4.5% use Twitter on a daily basis. This leads to an interest to explore how many local self-government leaders have Twitter profiles and how the feedback from Twitter impacts their decisions related to local self-government. The research shows that 22 local self-government leaders out of 119 have their profiles and followers on Twitter (see Table 1 ). As anybody can be a follower on Twitter but only friends or acquaintances can follow on Facebook 5 , if the profile has not been made as a Facebook page 6 with a strategy, goals and positioning, as Chairman of Riga City Council has it, this research focuses on how many local self-government leaders have their profiles on Twitter, how many followers they have and, knowing the number of inhabitants in the city they lead, what percentage of people follow them. This research uses a qualitative semistructured individual interview method. The author and local self-government leaders engaged in a formal interview with a list of questions and topics that had to be covered during the conversation. The author used a paper-based interview guide with open-ended questions. The interviews were not audio recorded, the answers were written down for analysis. The questions were prepared ahead but during the interview the local self-government leaders expressed their views in their own terms. These interviews provide reliable, comparable qualitative data.
As this research involves people, the ethical issues, right or wrong, good or bad questions were taken into account in order not to protect the local self-government leaders. Questions were put in a way to serve society and protect the confidentiality of both mayors.
The content was analysed at a basic level, as a descriptive account of the data on what was said.
As stated in previous part, the development of the leadership potential, in most cases, develops at school, within NGOs and society. The communication with Jānis Rozenbergs, leader of the political party Vienotība (Unity), during this research showed great leadership and commitment, which shows that the trait theory which concludes that leaders are not born but made and the attitude of the leader strengthens the understanding that Jānis Rozenbergs has such personality traits as openness, conscientiousness, agreeableness, selfesteem, novelty-seeking. Jānis Rozenbergs comes from a family of the intelligentsia, from Cēsis. His grandfather was an artist, created monuments, his grandmother was a teacher in medical and music school. Jānis Rozenbergs mentioned that studying at secondary school in Cēsis he earned the Zelta Pildspalva (The Golden Pen) award, which was presented by H. E. President of Latvia Guntis Ulmanis in 1996. Later Jānis Rozenbergs studied political science at Vidzemes Uugstskola (University of Applied Sciences in Valmiera). There he developed his leadership skills by making comments for local TV and local newspaper Liesma together with his friends. Afterwards he used his competence to set up the Draudzīgā Aicinājuma Balva foundation together with the President of Latvia Guntis Ulmanis and Minister of Education Jānis Vaivads. Further he studied for MBA at Rīga Technical University and started his career in a local self-government in 2001 as a development manager, from 2005 he was appointed an executive director and in 2013 he was elected Chairman. Jānis Rozenbergs has great communication skills, he is also a lecturer of the Strategic Management and Innovation Management courses at the University of Applied Sciences in Valmiera. This confirms his continuing development since being a lecturer in a field of innovation where new trends are entering the fast moving digital world he has to improve and develop his skills and Continued Table 1 competences on a daily basis. During his term as Chairman of the local self-government, the county has significantly improved, the cultural and touristic infrastructure has been created, a new concert hall has been built, the Cēsis Art Festival as well as the most significant conversation festival LAMPA (this festival invites people to engage in conversations that lead to understanding) have been initiated. All the above could not have been achieved without listening to and communicating with the team and Cēsis county residents. Jānis Rozenbergs has 2 408 tweets. He replies to citizens, retweets about events in Cēsis county. Tweets and discussions on social networks demonstrates Jānis Rozenbergs' commitment to using leadership skills in his daily routine. This short CV shows that Jānis Rozenbergs, born into a family of intelligentsia, has developed his leadership skills and competences and uses them for the sake of society.
This His leadership resembles the path-goal theory, where subordinates are motivated to accomplish designated goals. There has been enormous change in the city infrastructure, many cultural events and festivals have been launched. Schoolchildren until grade 9 receive lunch free of charge, all schoolchildren studying at Riga local public schools can use public transport free of charge. Streets, parks, houses are being renovated. Network programs for young leaders and business are being developed. There are doubts about his unpopular decisions among people, like closing schools. Seeing the full picture this school consolidation could be purposeful as there are a lot of schools with a small number of schoolchildren and it seems unwise to maintain them all. Nils Ušakovs has 8 557 tweets. He mainly tweets about the development of the city, new infrastructure, traffic improvement, he also posts his interviews in local and international media. He reflects upon sports events and social life in the city. As mentioned above, democracy can be interpreted variously. Nils Ušakovs develops and strengthens democracy in the city by opening discussions and looking for solutions, for example, to open or close public schools, provide support to song and dance festival organisers, sports events, marathons, the Riga City Festival. Since his service, city residents travel free of charge on bank holidays, schoolchildren until grade 9 get free lunch at school, all public school students and pensioners travel by public transport free of charge, students and working pensioners get significant discounts on public transport. New sports facilities, like outdoor gyms have been installed in different parts of the city, and people visit them free of charge. Many parks have been renovated. He reacts to public trends immediately, for example, when Pokémon game 8 became popular in the summer of 2016, he developed rules and information on game locations. To involve people and develop their understanding about their responsibility for public property, courses on public property management have been organised. He acts as an ambassador of the City by developing facilities and tourism objects in order to attract foreign tourists and make the city friendly to everybody.
Both interviews show that these leaders are well educated, they develop their skills, care about their cities and introduce changes and put efforts to make their cities beautiful and wealthy European cultural and political centres, where international conventions, summits and concerts can be organised.
The interviews with Nils Ušakovs and Jānis Rozenbergs show that people use a wide range of services provided by local self-government, like public utilities, education, after school activities, attend cultural events and this is what local selfgovernment is responsible for and should develop further.
Conclusion
The economic development makes democracy possible but political leadership makes it real (Dahl, 2003) . History shows that it can take various forms but if skilled and motivated leaders lead, great success moves it forward. That strengthens the claim that the political elite, leaders, must be skilled, farsighted, responsible, be able to take responsible decisions.
This research recognizes that the activity of local leaders for the democratization process has an impact on the formation of democracy in Latvia, much depends on the leader's ability to unite forces for development through both, listening to and communication with inhabitants, seeking to implement a vision and strategy of the city or county. The analysis of the interview material should be developed further by including how the observed differences between the two local self-government leaders are affected by external factors.
Leadership impact is achieved through sharing values and goals, gaining authority through competence and having facts to substantiate progress. Leaders are expected to make important and difficult choices as well as make their choices clear. Debating and persuading are leader's challenges. Processes and services for action and decisiveness are vital seeking to succeed in a leader's position. Implementation always involves sacrifice. It is hard to distance oneself from the old in pursuit of the new but once a choice has been made and necessary actions have been taken, a great sense of liberation comes. Taking on new challenges is always more invigorating than managing old problems.
The lesson learned from this research is that the mentioned leaders are ultimately and completely human. They learn as much from their setbacks and disappointments as they do from their successes. This research has shown that the activity of local leaders has an impact on the democratization process in Latvia, influences the formation of democracy in Latvia continues, the main drivers being high motivation for further development, lifelong learning, competence accumulation and usage. демократизации и его влияние на формирование де-мократии в Латвии. Уроки, извлеченные из этого ис-следования, таковы, что оба анализируемых руководи-теля -председатель Рижской думы Нил Ушаков и мэр Цесиса Янис Розенбергс, в конечном счете абсолютно человечны. Они учатся не только на своих успехах, но и на ошибках. Это исследование показало, что эффек-тивность и влияние местных лидеров в процессе де-мократизации в Латвии на формирование демократии в стране может протекать с высокой мотивацией для дальнейшего развития, укрепления и реализации уже приобретённых ими навыков и компетенций.
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